modabout
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P R O D U C ED BY M O N I K A E Y E R S

color

BOLD POP ART,
VIVID HUES,
AND PLAYFUL
PRINTS FIND
HARMONY IN
THIS NEW
YORK HOME
THANKS TO
DESIGNER SARA
GILBANE’S
CLEVER VISUAL
TRICKS.

hello, color
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The foyer—with walls
and trim painted high-gloss
teal (Benjamin Moore
Venezuelan Sea) and
ceiling covered in pale
golden wallpaper—
sets the tone for a home
that envelops guests in
savvy color.
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lighten up

A room with white
walls, left, acts as a reset
amid so many colorful
spaces and provides a
canvas for using
patterned furniture and
accessories in a way
that’s less matchy.
Vintage club chairs in
a lively citrus fabric
coordinate with the
window seat and stools;
sofa pillows bring in
hues from other spaces.
“On a sofa, pair random
patterns with like
colors,” Gilbane says.

a new leaf

w

hen it comes to decorating, you
can go big and go homey, as this
bold yet playful space proves. The
key is to maintain flow and visual
balance, says New York City interior
designer Sara Gilbane, right, who
helped a young couple harmonize their
tastes when updating their Manhattan
apartment. “The wife loves bold color in more of a
traditional preppy way. The husband likes wild neon
colors and a more deconstructed or midcentury
look,” Gilbane says. Some fertile common ground: a
passion for tropical motifs inspired by time together
in coastal locales. To travel in that direction but keep
it cosmopolitan, Gilbane intermingled tropical patterns
with velvets, jewel tones, and lacquered shine. Existing
and newly acquired pieces of colorful Pop Art flow
with the palette and add a modern edge. The result
could be described as midcentury metropolitan meets
swanky beachfront hotel—and totally livable.
Gilbane’s tricks include choosing patterns and colors
that are sophisticated but not serious, and, when one
room is busy, going more solid in the next. The hallways
are painted Benjamin Moore China White to break up
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Lush green wallpaper,
opposite, cultivates
tropical vibes without
being palm-tree literal.
Similarly on-theme
without going kitschy: a
midcentury bamboo
sideboard—the material
is tropical but the
design is mod—and a
mahogany dining table
with bamboo-inspired
tripod legs.

finding
balance

To keep a mix of
layered prints invigorating
rather than vertigoinducing, start large-scale,
like this St. Frank batik
wallpaper that reads as
faded stripes. Then
add progressively smaller
motifs: The Quadrille
botanical print on the
shades and club chairs is
medium-scale; the prints
on the throw pillows
are small; and a solid sofa,
ottoman, and jute rug
balance it all.

the boldness of the rooms and
keep things from getting too
heavy. Ceilings, however, are
not white. “Even a whisper of
ceiling color dramatically warms
a room,” says Gilbane, who used
pale blue in the den and barelythere mint green in the kitchen
and dining room. To get the
effect, she recommends diluting
a pastel with 25 to 50 percent
white (she uses Benjamin Moore
Super White).
Jute rugs and accessories help
make the space feel cozy and
livable. “I like to bring in found,
imperfect, and sentimental pieces
to give the home life,” Gilbane
says. Focus on items that make
you happy and start playing.
“I’m a big fan of action,” Gilbane
says. “Stop overthinking and go
buy some throw pillows or a bolt
of fabric that uses your favorite
colors. Great things come from
getting started.” One example:
An offbeat stormtrooper photo
her husband found at an art
fair provided the consummate
(amusingly random yet totally
coordinating) finishing touch for
the family room. “Design is rarely
a linear process,” Gilbane says.
“It’s a creative process where
some of the best decisions are
made only after you get going.”
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green
glamour

shop the look

MODERN
TROPICAL
Look for sophisticated
jungle motifs, a
touch of bamboo, a hint
of metal, and deep
ocean-blue accents.

[ C R E AT I V E

PURSUITS]

BEHIND
THE
CURTAIN

F RU IT BA S K ET

A pair of ceramic
birds from Chelsea
House are a
conversation piece.

Scalloped in
Gold, $38;
anthropologie.com
PI LLOW

Lilies and
Butterflies in
Cream, $45
(18"×18" with insert);
roostery.com

Sara Gilbane
shares a peek into her
creative life.
H OW D O YO U PUT
YO U R S E LF I N A
C R E ATIVE M I N D - S E T ?

”I have become
somewhat of an
exercise maniac. It
totally clears out
the cobwebs and
puts me in an
instant good
mood. After I drop
my kids at school,
I go to a dance or
boxing class with
friends. With two
young children, that’s
all the me time I get,
then at work
I feel mentally ready
to take on whatever
challenges lie ahead.”

C HAI R

Blue Ikat,
$200; at
HomeGoods
stores

S I D E TAB LE

Concentric Rattan
Stool, $89; urban
outfitters.com

WHAT C R E ATIVE
PU R S U IT
D O YO U WI S H YO U
CO U LD D O?

“I wish I could really
sing—like Lady
Gaga A Star is Born
sing. I have yet to
find a karaoke bar
I don’t like.”
WH O’S TH E M O ST
C R E ATIVE PE R S O N
YO U K N OW?

CO U NTE R STOO L

Cora Velvet
in Ink Blue, $199
(261/2" tall);
westelm.com

JUG

Ceramic
Cockatoo, $37;
ricebyrice.us
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TAB LE L AM P

“For straight-up

creativity and the
Modern White
ability to access
Rectangular, $130;
it at all times, I would
pier1.com
have to say my
children.
They can
WALLPAPE R
make entire worlds
Tropical in Jungle
out of a pad of paper
Green, $98/roll;
and a pen.” n
tempaperdesigns.com
BUYING IN FORMATION : BHG.com/Resources

“With an open
kitchen, there’s always
pressure on it
looking good because
you see it from the
table,” Gilbane says.
A cement tile
backsplash inspired by
garden lattice
coordinates with the
wallpaper; white
quartz counters and
modern brass stools
gleam crisply.

